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Cool Confidence
Rationale
Being a first-time kid and being a first-time Mom have something in common: how do you know you’re doing 
it right? We’re always a little (or a lot) nervous about how other people see us. You can tell who’s confident 
and who isn’t. It’s right there, in their hello. In their smile.

Dentistry for Children gives you and your child every reason to smile. Your child gets the best in pediatric 
oral healthcare, tailored to every stage of their development, and we’re showing them how to care for their 
own teeth and gums. The skills they gain here carry them through the rest of their lives.

Because a great smile? It builds everyone’s confidence. Way to go, Mom. You got this.
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Cool ConfidenCe.

There’s nothing like the confidence of a 
beautiful smile. That’s our gift to kids. Turns 
out it works for moms, too.

Schedule today. And let the grins begin.

Kids open up.

“Ahh.”
Moms say,

She has your
beautiful smile. 

take Care of it.
We help her

hey, niCe job, Mom.

that SMile
sayS it all.

we take Care of

you shAre.
that SMile 
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Word of Mouth
Rationale
Picking a dentist isn’t easy. Most of the time we tend to keep doing what’s worked for us.

When you have a child, though, you learn things need adjusting. They’re in different places. 
They need different treatment. A kid-oriented approach.

But how do you know where to take your child? Sure, it’s easy to find opinions. It’s tough to 
figure out which ones to trust.

We suggest a new test: ask a kid. Do they like going to the dentist, or not? Because D4C kids 
do. We make taking care of teeth both fun and empowering. And we specialize not only in 
kid-sized dentistry, but also in how to talk to kids about oral hygiene. Every visit to our office 
helps your kids take the next step in development. We look forward to seeing your children. 
And just as importantly, they look forward to seeing us.
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Our kids don’t like going to the dentist – they 
LOVE it. These smiles are proof of it. 

Book Your Appointmnent Today

5/5 kids
recommended.

Word of Mouth.

That look?
We call that a
qualified opinion.

That smile?
The only review
we need.

The dentist
your kid

recommends.
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Kid Power!
Rationale
Where do they get the energy? Maybe it’s our yellow sun. Or maybe they were chosen by an interstellar race 
to be a champion. Maybe they’re secretly wizards. One thing’s for sure: kids have superpowers.

Think about it: Limitless enthusiasm? Check. Capacity to run for days? Got it. Boundless resilience? Yep. 
Ability to learn unbelievably quickly? Sounds like your kid.

Most importantly, our children have the innate power to remind us of what matters most in life. They don’t 
forget how to smile, even when we do. They bring joy and meaning to what we do. They give us new hope.

Dentistry for Kids cherishes that about kids, and works to strengthen that ability they have. Instead of a 
super-secret gizmo lab, we do it in a fun, open welcoming place where kids can be themselves, enjoy 
themselves, and learn how to care for their smiles. Our mad science? To provide the best in pediatric dental 
care and education.

Because nothing has the power to lighten your spirit like your child’s beautiful smile. When your kid comes 
to visit us, we’ll supercharge their smile, and help them empower yours.
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ZERO

IRRESISTIBLE

SUPER

SMILE

GIGGLE

BY THE POWER OF 
FLOSSING, I HAVE

CAVITIES!

We’re champions of pediatric dentistry.  
We call them checkups. To our young 
patients, they’re power-ups.

Supercharge their smile today.

KID

HER SUPERPOWER: 

HIS SUPERPOWER: 

POWER

CHECK
UP!

POWER




